The Albany School Gifted and Talented Subject
Policies
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Approach to work:

In dance:

-verbal communication skills
veloped spatial awareness

In gymnastics:
-ordination skills
-ordination skills
-operatively

In outdoor and adventurous activities:
communicator
-solving skills

In swimming:
ce and have good breath control

In athletics:

In games:

-operating

hand/eye, eye/foot, hand/eye/foot co-ordination skills
activities

SCIENCE

searching obscure facts and applying scientific theories, ideas and models when
explaining a range of phenomena
mechanisms and greater depth
gs work and whey things happen (they may be dissatisfied
with simplified expressions and insufficient detail)
and intellectual) – they may be
able to miss out steps when reasoning the answers to problems
in their thinking but not in their recording)
arguments, using combinations of evidence and creative ideas and
question other people’s conclusions (including their teachers)
estigations

from reading gauges as accurately as possible (sometimes beyond the accuracy of the
instrument)
extensive vocabulary than their peers
explain ideas and observations. For example, key stage 3 pupils may be willing to apply
abstract ideas in new situations; key stage 4 pupils may be able to uses higher-order
mathematical skills such as proportionality, ratio and equilibrium with some complex
abstract ideas when offering explanations
evidence
-repetition of basic ideas
-critical
bout new information or ideas
-motivated, willingly putting in extra time – (but they may approach undemanding
work casually and carelessly)

the exclusion of other topics

, eg will consider the next step from
conclusions already drawn
tly

interpret, analyse and present information
-life situations

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
nce
-curricular knowledge in supporting a task
me and use variables to alter this
-take and experiment

They also may, in more specific terms:

meet personal needs and interests

ART AND DESIGN
as about the artwork of others and of their own

-ordination skills

rtists

They are also likely to:

onate interest in the world of Art and Design

materials and processes
many ways

GEOGRAPHY

order to make interpretations, develop hypotheses, reach conclusions and explore solutions
son, argue and think logically, showing an ability to manipulate abstract symbols and
recognise patterns and sequences
information
hen taking part in less formal teaching situations
appreciating and understanding others’ views, attitudes and feelings
an most people their age

a problem

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

st ideas to solve problems

in contexts beyond their own experience with users’ and clients’ needs
and wants

s a source of reference

Teachers may identify pupils who are gifted in Design and Technology by:
performance at an unusually advanced national curriculum level for their age group

HISTORY
Historical Knowledge
knowledge
knowledge
f study
Historical Understanding
argument
usions from a range of sources of evidence
provisional nature of knowledge
other disciplines can contribute to the study of History and draw readily on
what they learn in other subjects to enhance their historical understanding
se and analyse the effects if cause and consequence

Enquiry

torical enquiry

times and places and other features of the past
vidence

MUSIC

o respond physically to music
rhythmical and melodic phrases given by the teacher and repeat melodies (sometimes after
one hearing)
wareness of the musical phrase – the music makes
sense
expression and with confidence
-mindedness and a sustained inner drive to make music

compositions

sk time

timbre when discussing a piece of music
ing knowledge and high order
questioning skills

ENGLISH
Creative Flair
imaginative and coherent ways

Stamina and perseverance
product of sustained, well directed effort
Communicative skills
humorous potential or ideas or situations in imaginative ways
goals, while showing
sensitivity to the participation of others

in ways that reflect an appreciation of the
knowledge and interests of specific audiences

Ability to take on demanding new roles
fferent sources,
including ICT

Arguing and reasoning
hypothetical level in both spoken and written language
new syntheses or insights
information and taking up or challenging others’ points of view
Awareness of language
features such as
rhyme, intonation or accent in spoken language and the grammatical organisation of written
texts

relationship between words of different languages that are not apparent to most of their
peers

MATHEMATICS
Pupils show their special talents in Mathematics in a range of ways and at varying points in
their development. However, they are likely to:

sk questions that show clear understanding of and curiosity about mathematics

ions
– verbally and written

-life situations and in a variety of concepts

Some pupils who are gifted in Mathematics perform at levels that are unusually advanced
for their age. Other pupils with exceptional mathematical potential may not demonstrate it
in this way, for example, they may have high levels of reasoning but be unable to
communicate their ideas well orally or in writing.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

how these are explored and expressed

religious and cultural contexts
se
In more general terms, they may also:

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
The study of modern foreign languages offers many challenges to our students here at The
Albany. Language-learning fosters intellectual development as well as important social skills
and therefore impacts positively on the self-esteem of our students. This is especially the
case with gifted linguists whom we may identify in the following ways:> They have a strong desire to put together language by themselves
- they can use what they have learned in new contexts and do not restrict themselves just to
the topic being studied at present
> They display creativity and imagination when using language
- this can lead to grammatical errors as they seek to stretch their powers of communication
> They possess a natural feel or ear for the language
- they seem to have a good gut feeling for what sounds right in the foreign language and are
usually very good at seeing the relationship between sound and spelling
> They absorb and retain new structures quickly
- their oral and / or aural skills are excellent and they can usually understand fast streams of
language from an early stage; they show very good ability at remembering language, both
immediately or from one lesson to the next
> They make connections and classify words and structures to help themselves learn more
efficiently
- they evaluate new language critically and understand the grammatical function of words
easily
> They often look for solutions and pose further questions
- They like to put their own theories to the test to solve linguistic problems and often push
the boundaries of the tasks set
> They have a good understanding of their own preferred learning styles
- they already have a good grasp of how they like to learn vocabulary, can work
independently and make use of a wide range of reference material, including ICT, without
supervision
> They show a keen interest in the cultural background of the foreign country
- they may enjoy learning about the history, art, politics or traditions of the target language
country
The languages department staff use the above criteria as well as our own professional
judgement when identifying Gifted and Talented individuals. It is useful to note that
bilingual children may possess highly developed listening and speaking skills but may
struggle with written work, in which case we are careful to provide the appropriate teaching
and resources to strengthen this skill.

